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Serving for the past five years on the MAASA Board has given me an 
opportunity to develop relationships with colleagues in American studies through-
out the Midwest, learn more about the challenges and responsibilities of organi-
zational life, and reflect on the relationship between our organizational prac-
tices and material conditions within our region. Like all organizations, MAASA 
is rooted in particular institutions, structures, and relationships, while its future 
demands ongoing commitment, revitalization, and revision. If we wish to con-
tribute to the progress of American studies in our region, we must reflect on the 
same questions that confront the discipline nationally, namely, on the question 
of what constitutes our field, our goals, our perspectives, and our constituen-
cies. As a field, we are challenging our colonial, nationalist, and imperialist 
origins by reaching assiduously toward critical, transnational, comparative ap-
proaches to American studies and American hegemony.1 As public servants, we 
are working at a time when support for public institutions and the services they 
provide for ordinary people has been shamefully and systematically withdrawn 
in favor of increasing the profit margins of corporate interests operating on a 
global scale. 
In my remarks today, I want to propose a direction for the future of MAASA, 
so that we might become better informed about our region and better able to 
work collectively to formulate and respond to our problems and needs. At a 
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time when the particularity and scope of regional life is complicated and ob-
scured by the preeminence of corporate institutions and artifacts and by the 
expansive, quick, and diverse reach of electronic technologies, it remains im-
portant to engage with and respond to local circumstances, ongoing and emerg-
ing regional struggles, and the histories that inform them. With a broad eleven-
state region, MAASA should aim at producing more concrete knowledge of our 
region and at reflecting on how we as an organization might identify and deploy 
our resources to improve life in the region. For one thing, we might consider 
ways to organize our annual conference so that it would address the goal of 
increasing our knowledge and understanding of our region, its people, and their 
concerns. For another, we need to develop more avenues for building and main-
taining relationships that cross campus and state lines and that can serve to 
inform us about one another and about our region. 
With this goal in mind, I intend to speak today about the recent shootings at 
Red Lake Indian Reservation, which have provided a tragic provocation for 
learning and for thinking about social advocacy. Across the world, the 2005 
rampage drew attention to Red Lake, Minnesota. The initial frenzy of media 
coverage on Red Lake focused on poverty, unemployment, crime, and poor 
housing on the reservation, as well as on Jeff Weise as a pathological teenager 
whose difficult family background set the stage for his emotional problems. In 
the context of this frenzy, too little pressure has been placed on the media to 
offer an educated response to this tragedy, a response that would offer the pub-
lic a respectful entry into the history and life of the Red Lake Band of Chippewa 
Indians. Too few responses were aimed at offering the American public an in-
formed view of the circumstances, challenges, and opportunities, most particu-
larly, that face American Indian youth in Minnesota and across the country to-
day. In my address today, I am asking whether academics in the region with 
longstanding ties to this community can work collectively with the people to 
influence the public responses and debates that are framing this tragic event. As 
the community continues to respond to this tragedy, committed and informed 
academics might have the resources at this time and in this context to spearhead 
efforts to articulate pressing community needs and to pursue opportunities that 
may exist only at this moment for finding resources with which to address them.2 
In the aftermath of the shootings at Red Lake, a broad largely uninformed 
public became interested and curious about Red Lake, its people, and its cir-
cumstances. Academics in the region have a particular responsibility for con-
tributing to the process of developing and promoting an informed response to 
this tragedy by enlarging and/or deploying knowledge, participating in debates, 
and articulating strategic responses to Red Lake that might best contribute to 
improving American Indian life. Thoughtfully articulated responses to the 
shootings at Red Lake might contribute to collective efforts to advocate for 
local and/or national resources to serve this end. Academics in the region who 
lack expertise in the field and have little or no previous connection with the 
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community might take this tragic occasion as a challenge to the prevailing as-
sumptions, foci, and purposes of our areas of expertise, atomized modes of 
knowledge production, privatized responsibilities at work and at home, and 
understanding of the region in which we live. Responsiveness to problems that 
attract public attention in our region can provide academics with a forum in 
which to challenge our own thinking and from which to serve as participants in 
the democratic process and to advocate for social reform. Our organization should 
respond to life within our region by developing avenues for regional discussion 
and debate; in the case of the Red Lake shootings, for example, our organiza-
tion might have served as a platform for efforts to redirect public focus from the 
private suffering and pathology of 16-year-old Jeff Weise to the broader condi-
tions and initiatives that inform the lives of American Indians today.3 
As I recapitulate the details of the Red Lake shootings, I wish to convey my 
sympathies and beg the forbearance of those in this audience who have been 
personally touched by this tragedy. On March 21st, 2005, toward the end of an 
ordinary school day, 16-year-old Jeff Weise took his own life, shooting himself 
in a classroom at Red Lake High School. Earlier in the day, he had already shot 
and killed his 58-year-old grandfather, longtime tribal police officer Daryl "Dash" 
Lussier, Sr., and his grandfather's 32-year-old companion Michelle Leigh Sigana. 
Afterwards, Jeff took his grandfather's guns and bulletproof vest and drove his 
grandfather's police vehicle to Red Lake High School, from which he had re-
cently been suspended. There, shooting and killing a school security guard, a 
teacher, and five fellow students, and injuring more than a dozen others before 
shooting and killing himself, Jeff Weise committed the worst rampage school 
shooting since the 1999 rampage at Columbine High School near Littleton, 
Colorado.4 
As I have already mentioned, in the days and weeks after the shooting, Red 
Lake Indian Reservation became a focal point of attention across the world. As 
a recent and sudden focal point of outside attention in the midst of a tragedy 
within, Red Lake's shock and sorrow were compounded by acute discomfort.5 
To control the public exposure, Red Lake exercised its sovereign right to keep 
journalists off the reservation and away from the high school and to exclude 
them from the funerals, healing ceremonies, and other community gatherings 
that took place in the aftermath of the tragedy.6 Located in the northern reaches 
of Minnesota, in Beltrami and Clearwater counties, adjacent to the Canadian 
border, Red Lake Reservation certainly represents what this conference called 
"a world within a world," that is, a place where diverse world views and prac-
tices co-exist, not always easily. Almost 250 miles north of the Twin Cities, 30 
miles north of Bemidji, and 120 miles south of Canada, this remote reservation, 
which includes seven clans and four villages (Little Rock, Red Lake, Redby, 
and Ponemah), has retained an unusually high degree of sovereignty and vital 
traditions, including Ojibwe language, song, religion, and drums. One of only 
two tribes in the country that successfully resisted the Dawes General Allotment 
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Act of 1887, the Red Lake Band retains an unusually high degree of sovereignty 
over its land, which it holds in common. Ninety-eight percent of its more than 
5,000 residents are tribal members, but another 5,000 tribal members live off 
the reservation. As a result, the life experience, daily concerns, and immediate 
needs of the members of the Red Lake Band are far from homogeneous. Al-
though the lives of tribal members exceed the boundaries of the reservation, the 
the Red Lake Indian Reservation remains wary of outsiders. 
Red Lake Indian Reservation is geographically remote and Ojibwe lan-
guage and traditional culture are poorly represented in dominant American cul-
tural forms, but the Red Lake Nation asserts and represents itself on the Red 
Lake Net News, a well-developed and -maintained website that was established 
in 2003 and that provides historical, political, cultural, civic, and commercial 
information, including tribal council business and contacts, a phone directory; 
and information about Red Lake businesses and institutions. Providing a con-
trast to the emphasis in the recent national media accounts on community defi-
cits, the Red Lake Net News represents community strengths and achievements, 
such as an extended care facility that builds on a comprehensive tribal health 
care system, a construction and contracting business, a specialty food company, 
and most significantly from the standpoint of revenue, the Seven Clans Casi-
nos.7 Because of the casinos, the Red Lake Band of Chippewa, which comprise 
nearly 12 percent of the American Indian population of Minnesota, has a grow-
ing measure of economic power, access to and representation within electronic 
communication networks, and commercial and cultural interaction beyond the 
borders of the reservation.8 
Among the complexities facing the young people of Red Lake are the chal-
lenges of negotiating the vital yet confusing co-existence of traditional and non-
traditional ways of life, learning, construing and remembering the past, relating 
to others and to the environment, and valuing life. However much non-tradi-
tional ways have penetrated life on the Red Lake Reservation, no one would 
have anticipated that Red Lake High School might fall prey to a rampage school 
shooting, a crime that research links almost exclusively to white male teenagers 
living in predominantly white communities. 
Much of the mainstream coverage of the shootings at Red Lake has fo-
cused on the tragic family life of Jeff Weise. Scant as the details about Jeff and 
his family may be, they offer a view of family trauma.9 Born just a year after the 
passage of the 1988 Indian Gaming Regulatory Act to parents whose lives had 
been shaped by the passage of the 1968 Indian Civil Rights Act and the found-
ing of AIM here in Minneapolis, Jeff Weise lived his short life during a time of 
American Indian empowerment. During this period, the population of Ameri-
can Indians was growing, partly, as Joane Nagel has argued, because a renewal 
of Red Power encouraged more pride, self-identification, and American Indian 
affiliation. Jeff lived on the Red Lake Reservation for the past five or six years, 
but he spent the earlier years of his short life in Minneapolis, where American 
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Indians make up only a little more than 2 percent of the population. As recent 
news stories have noted, Jeff was struck by personal tragedy at the age of eight 
when, in July 1997, his father Daryl Lussier, Jr., took his own life in a standoff 
with tribal police at Red Lake. Less than two years later, in March 1999, Jeff's 
mother Joanne Weise was in an auto accident that killed her cousin the driver, 
who had been driving under the influence of alcohol, and that left her with a 
debilitating brain injury. Unable to function independently, Jeff's mother was 
placed in a nursing home, leaving without maternal care Jeff and his two half 
siblings, 8-year-old Daphne and 7-year-old Sebastian Weise, who were appar-
ently bora around the time of his father's death. Although some say that he "did 
not want to go" and was "out of place" there, Jeff was sent to the Red Lake 
Reservation and placed in the care of his paternal grandparents. At the time of 
the rampage shootings, Jeff no longer lived with his grandfather, who had moved 
to another residence to live with a female companion. 
From these sketchy details, it is not possible to reach many conclusions, 
except to observe that Jeff's immediate circle of relationships was volatile and 
marked by violence and tragic loss and hence that he was a teenager in need of 
social support. Media accounts drew public attention to this traumatic family 
history, including suicide, violence, alcoholism, and foster-care without dis-
cussing such trauma in terms of the legacy to American Indians of colonization, 
genocide, dispossession, relocation, prejudice, and discrimination. Furthermore, 
media attention to the negative effects of this collective cross-generational trauma 
has not been balanced with enough representation of the powerful legacy of 
tribal strengths and resources. 
After losing his father and, effectively, his mother, Jeff found a new home 
with his paternal grandparents in Red Lake. Yet apparently he was unable to 
draw on the social support that he needed to recover from a life and a historical 
legacy of trauma. He is portrayed as a troubled youth with ongoing difficulties 
at school, who had threatened suicide, reported abuse at home before his mother's 
accident, was desperate and uncertain about his future, and recorded on the 
internet violent fantasies of murder and suicide, including identifications with 
Hitler and Nazism. Larger than many of his peers at six-feet tall and 250 pounds, 
Jeff had recently been suspended from school, which only exacerbated his iso-
lation. 
As the communities affected by the shootings grappled with the shock and 
worried over their wounded children, preparations for the ten funerals began. In 
the midst of these rituals of mourning, the FBI began working with the BIA and 
the Red Lake Tribal Police to investigate. Within a week, having reached the 
conclusion that Jeff Weise was not the only teenager in Red Lake responsible 
for the rampage shooting, the FBI arrested 15-year-old Louis Jourdain, son of 
the Red Lake Band's tribal chairman, introducing further confusion and grief to 
the community. Subsequently, investigators suggested that as many as twenty 
other Red Lake students may have been involved or known about the planned 
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shooting.10 Perhaps details unavailable to the public might justify this course of 
action, but the decision to arrest Louis Jourdain and to cast suspicion on as 
many as twenty other students brings further pain to and creates a climate of 
suspicion and recrimination within the community. Teenage boys who become 
rampage school shooters typically inform their peers, often many of them, about 
their plans, and these peers typically fail to tell adults what they have heard. The 
recent study Rampage: The Social Roots of School Shootings offers several 
complex reasons to explain why teenagers do not report such threats to adults. 
First, this study argues, teenagers obey a socially-constructed code of silence 
and non-compliance vis-à-vis adults; second, they have difficulty assessing the 
risk that someone threatening such violence may actually take violent action; 
and third, they expect adults to discount their reports or to fail to act on them.11 
These findings suggest that investigators should act with caution and with 
as much transparency as possible when considering whether and to what extent 
other teenagers were involved. Based on evidence retrieved from computers at 
Red Lake, which revealed that students exchanged messages about a violent 
shooting, has the FBI investigation drawn reasonable and appropriate conclu-
sions about the possible involvement of other students? Is the FBI's involve-
ment and management of this case consistent with how such cases have been 
treated elsewhere? Is it typical to treat other students in such cases as co-con-
spirators and to take them into custody? As of today, Jourdain has been in cus-
tody for nearly three weeks.12 Was the evidence sufficient to conclude that ar-
rest was the appropriate treatment for this young boy? Without sufficient infor-
mation about Joudain's alleged involvement and in the context of a climate of 
shock, fear, and suspicion, the community is uncertain about the merit and jus-
tice of this decision. 
In any event, the conduct of this federal investigation exerts immediate, 
multiple effects on a community already suffering from shock and grief, and its 
allegations regarding the possible complicity of other students in the shootings 
pits individuals and families against one another. The arrest of Louis Jourdain, 
for example, provoked immediate debate about whether his father Floyd Jourdain, 
Jr., should continue to serve as tribal chairman and whether he can provide 
effective leadership when his son is suspected of bearing some responsibility 
for the shootings.13 
Our organization should develop ways to lend support to those tribal lead-
ers and academic allies who, even in the midst of shock and grief, are capable of 
surrounding the findings that emerge from these legal investigations, whose 
protocols for determining guilt in this case devolve from a narrow view and a 
blind eye to the context in which these violent shootings occurred, with critical 
commentary. Otherwise, the partial viewpoints of such legal authorities will 
exert undue authority in the process of determining the causes, meanings, ef-
fects of, and solutions to the Red Lake shootings. Both within the community, 
especially in dialogue with the youth, and across the world, a struggle over the 
meaning of the Red Lake shootings has commenced, and educators with roots 
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and stakes in this region, can engage actively in discussion and debate over the 
terms of this struggle over representation and self-determination. 
In interviews immediately after the shootings, American Indian leaders on 
and off the reservation have expressed surprise that a type of violence usually 
associated with white teenagers and communities could have happened at Red 
Lake. At the same time, they acknowledge that American Indian youth face 
many of the same problems and are shaped by many of the same influences as 
other youth, including gangs, drugs, alcohol, sexual abuse, and poverty, on the 
one hand, and mass culture, including electronic information technologies, on 
the other.14 Despite the shock, they realize that American cultural forces perme-
ate American Indian identity and culture and inhabit Red Lake Reservation it-
self. That said, it remains complex to consider the potential significance to the 
case of Jeff Weise recent analyses of the causes of rampage school shootings, 
which include "media violence, bullying, gun culture, family problems, mental 
illness, peer relations, demographic change, a culture of violence, and 
copycatting."15 Beyond the question of fit, it is important to consider that the 
explanation of this rampage will have strategic meaning and potential to the 
Red Lake Band and that some explanations will better serve the needs and inter-
ests of the Nation than others. Of all the problems that may be deployed to 
explain why Jeff Weise resorted to such drastic and violent action, which prob-
lems have most bearing on and would contribute the most to improving the lives 
of teenagers at Red Lake? Framing a strategic response to the Red Lake shootings 
recognizes that any inquiry should be rooted in the needs of the community and 
should articulate arguments for the dedication of resources to address them. 
Arguments regarding the causes of rampage school shootings in general 
may be equally illuminating but not equally strategic when it comes to framing 
arguments for resources and reforms aimed at improving the lives of American 
Indian youth at Red Lake and perhaps beyond. According to the American In-
dian Community Profile drafted by the American Indian Policy Center at the 
University of Minnesota and based on the census reports from the year 2000, 
the American Indian communities in which Jeff lived, both at Red Lake and in 
Minneapolis, face high rates of general and child poverty, that is, upwards of 40 
percent. Infant mortality rates among American Indians in Minnesota are two to 
three times the rate for whites, according to studies conducted over a nearly 15-
year period. In one four-year period, only three of every four infants born in 
Minneapolis survived; during the four-year period in which Jeff was born, the 
chances for surviving infancy were not much better than one in five. Unemploy-
ment on the Red Lake Reservation is at least at 40 percent. From 1997-2000, 
the rate of American Indian high school drop-outs in the state of Minnesota 
ranged from 62-74 percent, which is equivalent to the percentage of white stu-
dents in Minnesota who graduate from high school.16 Strategic responses to the 
Red Lake shootings should keep these specific challenges in view as they ar-
ticulate needs and requests for strategic resources, initiatives, and programs. 
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Advocacy from within our association should offer support to the people of 
Red Lake in seeking funding for long-term research efforts aimed at developing 
policy recommendations to ameliorate life for children and teenagers at Red 
Lake. As Katherine Newman's study and the research on which it is based illus-
trate, such funding did emerge to support an academic investigation of the 
shootings at Columbine. What impact might such investigations have on the 
amelioration of the challenging life circumstances facing American Indian chil-
dren and youth? What support could MAASA provide to such initiatives and 
how might we organize ourselves so that we can make a contribution? We should 
help academics learn how to respond to the needs of their communities and to 
report these needs and their efforts to this organization. Such efforts would edu-
cate us as an organization and might enable us to serve as advocates for policies 
and resources that address longstanding underlying problems within our region, 
particularly but not only when they surface as tragedies that capture public at-
tention. 
An example of funding secured to support long-term research is offered in 
the preface to Rampage: The Social Roots of School Shootings by Katherine 
Newman et al. Newman, a professor at Harvard University's Kennedy School 
of Government and Dean of Social Science at the Radcliffe Institute of Ad-
vanced Study, undertook this study, with a team of graduate students who are 
also credited as authors, in response to a call from the National Academy of 
Sciences. The Academy was commissioned by the Department of Education, 
which was charged with investigating rampage school shootings by a post-Col-
umbine provision added in 1999 by the House of Representatives to the "Miss-
ing, Runaway, and Exploited Children's Act." With federal funding, Newman 
was able to design and undertake a long-term collaborative research project 
focused on two communities—Heath, Kentucky, and Westside, Arkansas—that 
had suffered a rampage shooting three years earlier. Newman and her graduate 
students conducted on-site studies of the communities, which included 163 in-
terviews, and they reviewed national and local media coverage. These two case 
studies, along with case studies of four other communities, produced under the 
direction of academics at other institutions, were published by the National 
Research Council in a 2001 collection entitled, Deadly Lessons: Understand-
ing Lethal School Violence: Case Studies of School Violence Committee}1 
Newman and her collaborators decided to extend their inquiry and, drawing on 
the additional four case studies from Deadly Lessons, published Rampage a 
year later. Soliciting the concern of local and national congressional delegates 
could encourage funding for a long-term research effort to support the work of 
tribal leaders and their academic allies to initiate, maintain, or enhance policies 
and programs to benefit Red Lake. 
Apart from suggesting that a tragic occasion can serve to bring awareness 
and additional resources to bear on pressing social needs, Newman's research 
offers general findings that may also be of some use in an effort to understand 
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the processes that have been set in motion with the shootings at Red Lake. 
Newman's research demonstrates, as I already mentioned, that it is typical for 
many students to have heard threats or plans of a proposed rampage shooting 
and that it is equally typical for such students to remain silent about these threats. 
More broadly speaking, Newman and her collaborators found, working with 
case studies from 1974-2002, that rampage school shooters have been invari-
ably adolescent males, predominantly but not exclusively white. They found 
that 60 percent of the shootings occurred in tight-knit, rural communities where, 
the authors argue, because "ties are multiplex, anonymity scarce, and homoge-
neity the rule,"18 male adolescents have difficulty escaping regulatory norms of 
masculine identity and pay the high price of social ostracism when they are 
unable or unwilling to fit these norms. In urban areas, they hypothesize, where 
social ties are more limited in scope, individuals have greater anonymity, and 
social groups are more heterogeneous, teenage boys can find alternative social 
niches and more readily evade the enforcement of norms of aggressive, violent 
masculinity. Where such alternatives are unavailable, adolescent males are more 
vulnerable to fantasies of aggression or acts of violence that occasionally reach 
the tragic proportion of a rampage. 
Reviewing the list of hypotheses that are most often advanced to explain 
rampage school shootings, namely, "media violence, bullying, gun culture, family 
problems, mental illness, peer relations, demographic change, a culture of vio-
lence, and copycatting,"19 Newman et al. maintain that shootings are never the 
result of a single cause but are rather the outcome of a combination of factors. 
They offer five factors as "necessary but not sufficient conditions" for rampage 
school shootings, that is, as preconditions for the possibility but not the inevita-
bility of a rampage. The selected factors combine phenomena that occur at dif-
ferent levels—namely, at the level of the individual, the community, and the 
nation. First, an adolescent male who becomes a shooter perceives himself as 
marginal to the social worlds that matter to him and lacks strategies of action 
that will enable him to move away from the margins. Second, he has psychoso-
cial problems that magnify the impact of his perceived marginality. Third, he 
believes, on the basis of what Newman et al. call "cultural scripts," "strategies 
of action," or "blueprints," that an armed attack on teachers and classmates will 
move him from the margins and win him the prominence, status, and social 
power he lacks. Fourth, he eludes local surveillance, that is, local authorities are 
unaware that he poses a lethal threat. Fifth, he has access to a gun.20 
As necessary preconditions, this element of the analysis suggests that a 
rampage school shooting must be explained by a combination of factors rather 
than by a single cause. Another way of analyzing how American society is fail-
ing our youth is to connect the marginalization, isolation, disempowerment, and 
absence of "local surveillance" with moral failure. In Power and Place: Indian 
Education in America, Vine Deloria, Jr. and Dan Wildcat suggest that the prob-
lem of education for American Indians and indeed for Americans stems from 
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the sterility, fragmentation, and pretensions of Western metaphysics. From the 
perspective of Indian metaphysics, Deloria writes, "the world, and all its pos-
sible experiences, constituted a social reality, a fabric of life in which every-
thing had the possibility of intimate knowing relationships because, ultimately, 
everything was related."21 As Wildcat explains, the authors propose to indigenize 
education for American Indians, in order to reclaim "an inheritance too many 
generations of American Indians were outright denied or have struggled might-
ily to maintain: identity within tribal cultures we were actively engaged in, as 
opposed to existence within a culture of indoctrination facilitated most effec-
tively through U.S. government education programs."22 At the basis of this re-
formist agenda is a metaphysics that assumes that self and world exist in rela-
tionship to one another, not apart from one another. An education based on 
Deloria's notion of how people and things acquire power or force in specific 
places would restore dignity, purpose, and hope to American youth and would 
offer them a ground from which to resist dehumanization and disempowerment 
at school and in the environment of mass culture. 
Henry Giroux, whose work for nearly two decades has articulated the nexus 
of education for critical consciousness, democracy, youth culture, and mass me-
dia, characterizes the effects on teenagers of "corporate culture" as so negative 
as to amount to an "assault on youth," more brutal yet for young Americans 
placed on the margins by race or ethnicity.23 Like Deloria and Wildcat, Giroux 
places a high premium on a social setting that provides youth with a context of 
egalitarian social relationships, relationships in which they learn to exert agency 
and to develop personal integrity, accountability, respect, and empathy. To de-
velop the capacity to exert agency and power in social systems, youth need not 
only a broad repertoire of models, blueprints, and scripts for solving problems 
through social action but also public arenas that provide them with opportuni-
ties to develop, nourish, and maintain social relationships. Such relationships 
provide a critical context in which to measure and adjudicate different strate-
gies and scripts for social action. Obviously, when effective strategies for mov-
ing from the margins to a more secure position in a social hierarchy are narrow, 
access to arenas for effective action and for the development of strategies to 
promote social change and to sustain hope and dignity become even more 
crucial.24 
The withdrawal of government funding from non-commodifïed arenas of 
life, i.e., from public arenas that respond to social needs and promote the exer-
cise of effective action and the development of social agency, is an abdication 
of the fundamental ideals of democracy and of our responsibility to human wel-
fare, especially to youth. In the context of corporate culture's "assault on youth," 
rampage shootings take on the character not simply of young boys who will not 
or cannot conform but also of brute resistance to the systematic evacuation of 
resources from the very public spaces, services, relationships, and values that 
offer meaningful alternatives to oppressive regulatory norms and provide op-
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portunities for growth, development, reflection, expression, and the exercise of 
agency. Public school, which has become an increasingly militarized social space, 
enforces regulatory norms rather than providing alternatives to them. Consigned 
for much of their daily life to such militarized conditions, young people have 
decreasing access to public arenas and social practices in which they can culti-
vate ongoing relationships with adults and peers and, in the context of such 
relationships, gain a measure of agency over their lives. By withdrawing from 
youth opportunities for democratic action and the development of non-market 
values, we relinquish them to the dictates and values of corporate culture, which 
commodifies them, sexualizes them, and represents them as a threat to society, 
the more easily to profit from and exploit them and to renounce responsibility 
for their social welfare. 
The cultural abandonment of American youth to a culture that refuses to 
invest in public institutions and spaces that promote and educate our youth to 
develop agency in social relationships is eerily reflected in Gus Van Sant's post-
Columbine film Elephant. Media accounts reported that Jeff listed this film on 
a website profile as one of his favorites and watched the video a couple of 
weeks before the shootings, skipping to the end, according to a friend, to focus 
on the rampage. The film offers an eerie view of high school as an environment 
that habitually produces and reproduces four of the five preconditions that 
Newman, et al. believe necessary to rampage school shootings, namely, 
marginalization, isolation, disempowerment, and a failure of local surveillance 
(which I would attribute more broadly to the diminished and underfunded op-
portunities for meaningful relationships between adults and youth). 
Highly aestheticized, the film Elephant uses long-tracking shots, low light-
ing, non-linear narrative structure, and multiple perspectives to create a pseudo-
documentary or cinema verite presentation of what appears to be an ordinary 
day in the life of an ordinary middle-class high school. The camera uses track-
ing shots to follow 8-10 different adolescents, frequently from behind, as they 
make their way in, out, and about school, with little or no social interaction. 
They travel through long, narrow, dimly-lit corridors to reach prescribed areas, 
such as the library, the cafeteria, the field, the locker room, the bathroom, the 
photography workshop or darkroom, etc., where they engage in prescribed ac-
tivities.25 
Few adults appear in the film, and when they do, they seem for the most 
part to blunder or abdicate their role as elders whose responsibility is to convey 
meaning and purpose to the next generation. The first adult who appears in the 
film slowly crashes the car while driving his son to school. His son, the blond 
teenager whose perspective and actions seem to cast him as the film's moral 
compass, drives the car to school and seizes the car keys from his irresponsible 
father. Emphasizing the reversal of roles, the son has to arrange for someone to 
look after his father before he can turn to his own responsibilities at school. As 
he deposits the keys at the school office and uses the school phone to arrange 
for his brother to pick up his father and the car, he is admonished and detained 
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by the school principal, who passes judgment on this student's aberrant behav-
ior without inquiring into its reasons or offering any assistance. 
When the shooters arrive shortly before lunchtime, the boy is leaving the 
school building to check on his father and, in an often-cited line from the film, 
is warned by one of the shooters, if I remember correctly, to "stay the fuck out." 
As he searches for his irresponsible father, he warns everyone in sight to remain 
outside. The absence and powerlessness of his father and the schoolteachers 
and administrators underscores the suggestion that these youths have been aban-
doned to the sterility, banality, and alienation of a militarized daily regimen. As 
the increasingly ominous tracking shots suggest, the lives of these teenagers is 
meant to contain them and the threat of disorder rather than to provide them 
with spaces for developing agency by interacting with others or with the 
environment. 
Viewers of this film, which became so interesting to Jeff Weise, are per-
plexed by the film's eerie focus on an African-American teenage boy who is 
killed in the rampage. While everyone else is fleeing the building and running 
from the sound of shooting, this character walks steadily toward the shooting, 
stopping once to help another student escape the building by climbing through 
a broken window. As if he might be able to overpower the shooter and save the 
cowering principal from death, he comes closer and closer until the shooter 
whirls around and shoots him swiftly. Neither killer nor hero, this teenager of 
color is conspicuous as a bystander and victim. Jeff Weise's attraction was to a 
scenario or script that suggested a way to overcome his marginality, isolation, 
and lack of power. 
To weather the difficult weeks, months, and years to come, the members of 
Red Lake must anticipate the difficulties they are liable to face. After an initial 
period of togetherness, Newman's study suggests, the community is likely to be 
divided by resentment and suspicion, sometimes arising in connection with the 
distribution of resources that might come through charitable donations or gov-
ernment support and sometimes in connection with efforts to determine fault 
and seek restitution.26 Longstanding leadership in the development and provi-
sion of comprehensive health services that are tribally owned and managed and 
that are sensitive to the cultural and spiritual needs of the community offers 
evidence of a local infrastructure that might serve as a resource to the Red Lake 
Nation in the troubled times ahead. Academic allies with ties to the community 
might act as leaders in the effort to deploy this tragic occasion as an opportunity 
for securing resources to improve the health, welfare, and education of youth. A 
collaborate research and policy initiative could provide leadership to the nation 
for advocacy, recovery, reform, and action aimed at improving and empowering 
the education and lives of American Indian youth. 
Watching Elephant, Jeff found a model of violent action through which to 
connect to a world from which he felt abysmally separate. According to Deloria 
and Wildcat, American Indian people and their youth have been most particu-
larly damaged by an epistemology and a metaphysics that separates the self 
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from the world. To educate youth in effective agency through their connection 
with one another and with their environment, Red Lake High School might so-
licit resources to indigenize their faculty and curriculum; nourish tribal tradi-
tions and values; foster relationships; traverse connections across generations 
and species, and provide youth with abundant opportunities for developing 
power, dignity, and hope in specific places. 
As members of an association defined in relation to a specific region, we 
have an obligation and an opportunity to act as spiritual forces in specific places 
by contributing resources and institutional power. By learning to do so, our 
organization might learn to represent and serve the profoundly divided con-
stituents that bring to life and inhabit the region we call our own. 
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